PETERBOROUGH CITY COUNCIL

Limousine and Speciality Vehicles
Licence Conditions

Peterborough City Council reserve the right to consult with DVSA (Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (formerly VoSA)) if it believes a vehicle does not meet the standards set out in the latest version of their document for Guidance for Limousine Operators. The authority may refuse any vehicle upon application that does not meet the criteria.

It is the responsibility of each applicant to ensure that no more than 8 (Eight) passengers are ever transported in the vehicle at any one time. Seating capacity can be defined by the number of seating positions, which again can be defined by sculpting in the seat and/or seat belts. When signing the vehicle licence application you are confirming that you will adhere to this.

On application for a limousine vehicle licence the applicant must be able to prove that the vehicle is of an approved standard to be used on the UK highway. If a vehicle is less than ten years of age it will require an IVA (Individual Vehicle Approval) certificate, a current MOT test certificate and a V5 vehicle registration certificate. Any vehicle over ten years of age will require a current MOT test certificate and a V5 vehicle registration certificate.

If any applicant is unsure how to obtain the relevant registration documentation, they should contact DVLA and/or DVSA.

Limousines should ideally be chauffeur driven vehicles, and will not be permitted to be used for standard day to day private hire work.

For the licensing of prestige cars each vehicle must comply with the Road Vehicle (Construction and Use) Regulations. It is expected that the type of vehicle relevant to this category of licensing would be a Rolls Royce, Daimler, Bentley, Jaguar or other high end models from manufacturers such as BMW or Mercedes Benz however this list is non-exhaustive and approval will be at the council's discretion; Also incorporated into this section would be vintage or classic cars. Other vehicles that the authority may be asked to licence could be Kit cars, or something of a more retro nature such as those from television, examples being a Ford Capri or a Reliant three wheeler.

All vehicles when presented for inspection must have all relevant documentation such as the MOT test certificate and a V5 vehicle registration certificate.

All speciality vehicles should ideally be chauffeur driven vehicles, and will not be permitted to be used for standard day to day private hire work.

Peterborough City Council reserve the right to consult with DVSA if it believes a vehicle does not meet the standards of roadworthiness as set out in the categorisation of vehicle defects.

It should be noted that at the time of writing there is an exemption under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, when vehicles are used for weddings and funerals. However, this may change once the results of the law commission consultation are known, and changes made to legislation.

1. **Licensing Requirements**

1.1 The general conditions imposed by Peterborough City Council (hereafter referred to as the Council) for private hire vehicle operators and drivers will be applicable to the licensing of stretch limousines and Speciality Vehicles unless amended by the following provisions.

1.2 The general conditions imposed by the Council for private hire vehicles where applicable to the licensing of stretch limousines and speciality vehicles are included in section 12. General Conditions for Private Hire Vehicles.
1.3 The type of work undertaken by stretch limousines will differ significantly from that of regular private hire work in that the vehicle will only be licensed for the carriage of passengers for special events, examples of which are:

- Prom nights
- Theatre trips
- Hen nights
- Stag nights
- Party trips
- Race days

or any other similar events considered by the Council to be special in nature. However, vehicles used solely for weddings and funerals are exempt from the requirements of private hire licensing.

2. **Private Hire Operator's Licence**

2.1 Persons taking bookings for private hire work using stretch limousines or speciality vehicles will be required to hold a private hire operator's licence issued by the Council.

2.2 All bookings of a limousine or speciality vehicle for use as a private hire vehicle must be made through a licensed private hire operator. Any vehicle licensed by the Council will only be used for hire under the terms of a private hire operator’s licence already issued or granted to an operator within the District or to any new licensed operator.

3. **Private Hire Driver's Licence**

3.1 Any person driving a stretch limousine or speciality vehicle for private hire will be required to be licensed as a private hire driver by the Council.

4. **Stretched Limousine - Definition**

4.1 A stretch limousine is defined as a motor vehicle that has been lengthened by the insertion of an additional body section and modified by an authorised coachbuilder that is capable of carrying up to but not exceeding 8 passengers. There will be no age limit for first registration and no maximum upper age limit, subject to the vehicle being mechanically and physically maintained in accordance with the provisions of the Council’s standard conditions relating to private hire vehicles.

4.2 In order for the limousine to be considered for licensing, the applicant must prove that the “stretch” was carried out by the manufacturer or by a coachbuilder approved by the vehicle manufacturer. American limousines must have been built by an approved coachbuilder under the QVM programme, (Qualified Vehicle Modifier) for Ford vehicles or the CMC programme (Cadillac Master Coachbuilders). The onus is placed upon the applicant to prove that the vehicle meets the prescribed standards.

4.3 Once licensed as a private hire vehicle, the limousine will be subject to any statutory requirements imposed by Part II of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.

4.4 Stretch limousines will be regarded as luxury vehicles used for special events. The use of such a vehicle for standard private hire work is not considered to be appropriate.

5. **Vehicle Testing**

5.1 A stretched limousine vehicle will be subject to a **twice yearly mechanical examination** at intervals to be specified by the Council at its authorised testing station (Amey) to determine its safety and suitability for the type of work for which it is to be licensed. This will apply to all stretched limousines regardless of age, date of import or date of registration. A licence for a stretched limousine will be **issued for a period of 12 months only**, renewal subject to a satisfactory retest.

5.2 The Vehicle Registration Document V5 must indicate in the field “Type Approval Number” that it has
undergone one of the following approvals and meets the technical standards of either:

- a European Whole Vehicle Type approval, or
- a British National Type approval, or
- an Individual Vehicle Approval (IVA) (formerly known as the Single vehicle Approval scheme (SVA)).

5.3 Where applicable, the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) plate shall display ‘1L1’ to confirm conversion completed by an authorised dealer.

5.4 Documentation is to be provided proving that the ‘stretch’ was performed by the manufacturer or by a coachbuilder approved by the vehicle manufacturer e.g. American limousines must have been built by an approved coachbuilder under the QVM programme for Ford Vehicles or the CMC programme for Cadillac Vehicles.

5.5 A plate on the door pillar shall confirm the total weight of the vehicle.

5.6 DVLA V5 or equivalent shall be produced to authenticate registration.

5.7 A speciality vehicle will be subject to an annual MOT test at any DVSA authorised MOT testing centre. This will apply to all speciality vehicles regardless of age, date of import or date of registration. A licence for a speciality vehicle will be issued for a period of 12 months, renewal subject to a satisfactory retest.

5.8 Limousine and speciality vehicles will receive an exemption to display an external identification plate, a paper permit will be issued which must be clearly displayed on the nearside of the front windscreen.

5.9 An exemption notice will be issued and must be carried in the vehicle at all times, the notice must be produced upon request by an authorised officer of the council or any police officer on request.

5.10 The driver will also be exempt from wearing a private hire badge under the exemption notice. But must have it available for immediate inspection by an authorised officer of the council or any police officer on request.

5.11 The vehicle will be exempted from displaying the Part 1 and Part 2 notice

6. 

**Vehicle Requirements**

6.1 Given the increased weight of the vehicle, tyres of the correct weight and size rating must be used at all times. The limousine must be fitted with tyres that meet the appropriate specification for both the size and weight of the vehicle, such as 235/75R-15 108D (BF Load) or 225/70R-16 107T Town Car Limo Tyre (Reinforced).

6.2 Where applicable, an installation certificate must be produced from a Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association (LPGA) Approved UK Vehicle Conversion Company, in the case of vehicles converted to run on LPG.

6.3 The vehicle must maintain valid road vehicle excise duty.

6.4 Vehicles may either be left or right hand drive.

6.5 Vehicles must be fitted with at least 4 doors (limousines).

6.6 All seats shall be fitted with appropriate seat belts, which must be fitted in accordance with the current Road Vehicle (Construction & Use) Regulations (limousines). In the case of speciality vehicles seat belt requirements will depend on the Road Vehicle (Construction and Use) Regulations relating to the age of the vehicle; where this allows for seatbelt exemption children must not be carried in the vehicle.

6.7 Stretch limousines with heavily tinted glass in the windows behind the driver’s cockpit will be considered for licensing. Glass in the driver cockpit must satisfy the current legal requirements. Tinted
glass shall conform to the legal requirements as laid down by DVSA.

7. **Passengers**

7.1 The limousine's seating capacity must have been reduced where necessary to a maximum of 8 passengers.

7.2 The vehicle must not carry more than 8 passengers at any time and for this purpose a babe in arms will be classed as a passenger no matter what their age.

7.3 Passengers must not be carried in the front compartment.

8. **Insurance**

8.1 The vehicle must have ‘hire and reward insurance’ to carry out private hire work and a full policy of insurance must be presented before the vehicle is licensed. An insurance cover note will not be accepted.

9. **Alcohol**

9.1 Alcohol shall only be served while the vehicle is stationary and afterwards all bottles shall be placed in a secure receptacle.

9.2 No intoxicating liquor shall be provided in the vehicle unless there is in force an appropriate licence under the licensing Act 2003 permitting the sale or supply of the same.

9.3 If there are any passenger’s below the age of 18, then there shall be no alcohol in the vehicle.

9.4 Any ‘glassware’ in the vehicle must be made of either shatterproof glass or plastic.

10. **Entertainment**

10.1 The driver shall not play or permit the performance of any media which, because of its age restricted classification or its content, is unsuitable for the age of the passengers in the vehicle (based on the age of the youngest passenger).

10.2 Entertainment provided in the vehicle shall be under the terms of any relevant legislative requirements. Activities which are prohibited within the vehicle are:

- Striptease
- Lap Dancing
- Pole Dancing
- Any other activity or performance of a like kind.
- The driver of the vehicle shall not knowingly permit to be played any video, DVD or other recording image that is unsuitable having regard to the age of passengers being conveyed. In deciding what a suitable regard shall be, the driver must take notice of the classification of the video, DVD or recorded image awarded by the British Board of Film Classification

11. **Advertisements**

11.1 No signs, notices or any other markings will be displayed on or in the vehicle without the written permission of the Council. There is no requirement for the vehicle to display a door sign denoting the operator’s details.

11.2 In any advertisement publicising their limousine service, the operator must state that the vehicle is only licensed to carry a maximum of 8 passengers and a sign to this effect must be displayed within the passenger compartment of the vehicle.

12. **General Conditions for Private Hire Vehicles**

12.1 Listed in this section are the conditions taken from the council’s general conditions for private hire
vehicles which are applicable to the licensing of stretch limousines and speciality vehicles.

12.2 Maintenance of Vehicle

a) The vehicle shall be of such a design to enable any person in the carriage to communicate with the driver;
b) The vehicle will be provided with a proper carpet, mat or other suitable covering on the floor;
c) The vehicle will be kept in a clean, safe condition and well maintained and in every way fit for public service; and
d) The vehicle will be fitted in such a way to enable luggage to be secured if the vehicle is so constructed to carry luggage.

12.3 Safety Equipment

There shall be provided and maintained in the vehicle at all times when it is in use or available for hire a suitable and efficient fire extinguisher and a suitable first aid kit containing appropriate first aid dressings and appliances, such equipment to be carried in such a position in the vehicle as to be readily visible and available for immediate use in an emergency.

12.4 Change of Address

The proprietor shall notify the Council in writing of any change of address during the period of the licence within seven days of such change taking place.

12.5 Vehicle Documentation

The proprietor of a Private Hire vehicle licensed by the Council shall at the request of an authorised Officer or any Police Constable produce for inspection the following documentation within 7 days from the time the request is made at a place notified to the driver by the authorised Officer or Police Constable.

a) a certificate of the policy of Insurance or security required by Part IV of the Road Traffic Act 1988 or other enactment in respect of such Private Hire vehicle;
b) the Private Hire vehicle Licence issued by the City Council;
c) a current Ministry of Transport Test Certificate or CoC (where applicable);
d) the vehicle registration documents; and
e) the driving licence (issued by DVLA)

12.6 Alteration of Vehicle

No material alteration or change in the specification, design, condition or appearance of the vehicle shall be made without the approval of the Council at any time while the licence is in force.

12.7 Employees

If the proprietor permits or employs any other person to drive a licensed vehicle as a Private Hire vehicle, he shall before that person commences to drive the vehicle ensure that the driver holds a valid private hire driver's licence, is insured as required by the Road Traffic Act and that the driver fully understands the conditions attached to both this licence and the private hire driver's licence.

13. Right of Appeal

13.1 Under Section 48 (7) of the 1976 Act, any person aggrieved by the refusal of the council to grant a private hire vehicle licence, or any conditions specified in such a licence may appeal to a Magistrates' Court.

13.2 Please note that failure to comply with any of the aforementioned conditions including the general conditions relating to private hire vehicles may result in the commencement of criminal proceedings, and/or in the suspension or revocation of an existing licence, or in the refusal to issue a new licence.